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Abstract 
Let X and Y be separable and metrizable spaces. Suppose that the continuous and onto mapping 
f : X H Y is countable-compact-covering. Under the assumption that, for some integer n, all the 
fibers f-‘(y) have at most n points we prove that f is inductively perfect. We prove also that the 
finiteness of these fibers does not suffice to ensure the same conclusion. 0 1997 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
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0. Introduction 
All spaces considered in this paper are separable and metrizable. 
Let f : X + Y be a continuous mapping from X onto Y. We recall the following 
definitions: 
(IP) f is said to be inductively petiect if 
“there exists a closed subset X’ in X such that f(X’) = Y and the restriction 
of f to X’ is perfect.” 
(CC) f is said to be compact-covering if 
“any compact subset of Y is the image of some compact subset of X.” 
(CCC) f is said to be countable-compact-covering if 
“any countable compact subset of Y is the image of some compact subset 
of X.” 
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Clearly, 
PI + (CC) =+ (CCC>, 
and using the Axiom of choice one can easily show that these implications are not 
equivalences. However we showed in [4] that if one assumes enough Game Determinacy 
Axioms, then (IP) H (CC). For example if X is Bore1 in some (or equivalently in 
any) metric compactification, then the equivalence holds under Analytic Determinacy. 
One consequence of these results is that one cannot produce counter-examples to this 
equivalence without the use of the Axiom of Choice, or some extra axiom of set theory. 
In this paper we study the following problem: 
Problem A. Under what conditions does the equivalence (E) hold? 
(IP) w (CCC) (f) 
We hope that through the previous remarks, we convinced the reader that the study 
of the equivalence (E) is a “better” problem than the study of the weaker equivalence 
(CC) * (CCC). M oreover there are already two known conditions under which (E) 
holds: 
If X is Polish. 
If Y is countable. 
(1) 
(2) 
Under condition (1) the result was proved several years ago by Christensen [3] and 
independently by the second author [14], whereas under condition (2) the result was 
proved much more recently by Just and Wicke [5] (see also [12]). In fact the equivalence 
(E) under condition (2), was asked as a question by Michael in Open Problems in 
Topology [9]; and in the same paper Michael considers also a third possible condition, 
completely orthogonal to (1) and (2), namely: 
If f has compact fibers (3) 
(by fibers we mean inverse images of singletons f-‘(y), for y E Y). And although it is 
announced in [5] that (E) holds under (3), we showed in [4, Theorem 7.91 that it does 
not. In fact the arguments used in [5] are based on a result of [2]-which turned out to 
be incorrect-asserting that (CC) + (CCC) holds under condition (3). Moreover in the 
counter-example constructed in [4], each fiber is a very simple compact set consisting 
of the range of a converging sequence with its limit point. Then one can naturally ask 
whether such a counter-example exists with finite fibers, or even with fibers having at 
most n points for some fixed 72, that is whether (E) holds under: 
If f is finite-to-one, that is f-‘(y) is a finite set for every y E Y. (4) 
Or 
If f is n-to-one, that is f-‘(y) has at most n points for every y E Y. (5) 
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The main results of this work, Theorem 7.2 and Corollary 6.5, show that (&) still does 
not hold under condition (4), but does hold under condition (5). We mention that for 
71 = 2 this last result was obtained by Ostrovsky (see [13]), and that even in this very 
simple case the result is not obvious. 
In fact we shall prove these results in a “dual” way, that we describe here briefly. The 
first observation is very simple: 
The mapping f : X 4 Y is inductively petject if and only if there exists a set-valued 
mapping qz : Y + K(X) (where K(X) denotes the set of all compact subsets of X) 
satisfiing: 
(i) Vy E Y, 0 # cp(y) C fp’(v/), 
(ii) for all open set W in X, the set {y E Y: p(y) c NT} is open in Y. 
This is a formal translation of (IP). Condition (ii) expresses that the set-valued mapping 
cp is U.S.C. (upper semicontinuous). 
The existence of a similar characterization for (CCC) is totally nontrivial and appears 
implicitly in the work of Just and Wicke we mentioned above [5]: 
The mapping f : X + Y is countable-compact-covering if and only if there exists a 
mapping Qi: Y + P(K(X)) satisfying: 
(i)’ V;I/ E Y3 Q(Y) # 0, 0 $ Q(Y) and U@(Y) c fF’({y}). 
(ii)’ for all open set W in X the set {y E Y: 3A E Q(y), A c IA’} is open in Y, 
where as usual U@(y) = U{A: A E Q(y)}; (notice that Q(y) c K(X) and hence 
U@(Y) c X). 
Let @ : Y 4 P(K(X)); if @ satisfies condition (i)’ it will be called a lifting for f, and 
if it satisfies condition (ii)’ it will be said to be quasi-u.s.c. 
To illustrate these notions, consider two particular cases: 
(1) if f is perfect then clearly the mapping y H {f-‘(y)} is a quasi-u.s.c. lifting 
off; 
(2) if f is an open mapping one can easily check that the mapping 
y ++ {+g: (7: E f-‘(w)} 
is a quasi-u.s.c. lifting of f. 
One can show that, in our context, the existence of a quasi-u.s.c. lifting for f is 
equivalent to the property that f is pointwise-harmonic as defined by Ostrovsky in [12]; 
and when all the fibers of f are complete in the metric space X these properties are 
also equivalent to the existence of a t-assignment for f (see Definition 4.9). Essen- 
tially, pointwise-harmonicity and the existence of t-assignments state properties of some 
families of open sets in Y which happen to be the neighborhoods of the compact sets 
belonging to the families Q(y); however, both notions are formally much more compli- 
cated than the notion of quasi-u.s.c. lifting, and are totally not adapted to prove the main 
results of this paper. 
Now one can consider the following problem which, as we shall see next, is not merely 
a formal generalization of Problem A. Notice that in this problem no mapping f : X 4 Y 
is involved. 
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Problem B. Given a quasi-u.s.c. mapping Q,: Y + P(Ic(X)), under what conditions 
does there exist an U.S.C. cp: Y -+ K(X) satisfying: 
VY E Y> 0 # cp(!J) c U@(Y). (*> 
The main result in this paper (Theorem 6.4) gives a solution to Problem B, under the 
following condition: 
m = max{card(@(y)): y E Y} < co. (6) 
This result is proved by induction on some parameter T that we shall introduce and call 
the rank of CD. The precise definition of r is quite elaborate; we can roughly say that this 
parameter measures some combinatorial complexity of the families of sets Q(y), with 
respect to the intersection operation n in P(Z). The magnitude of r compared to m is 
rather big, and most probably exponential (T z 2m). 
Notice that when @ is associated to some n-to-one and countable-compact-covering 
mapping f, then one needs m = 2R to insure (6), and hence in this case T M 22”. This 
might explain why all reasonable attempts to give a direct proof of (E) in the case of 
n-to-one mappings, seem to be unsuccessful; and in this case, considering Problem B 
rather than Problem A appears as a necessity. 
Finally we mention that the way we prove (*) in Theorem 6.4 is by proving: 
%/ E Y ~4 E Q(Y): A c v(y) c U@(Y) (**I 
and one can ask whether this cannot be strengthened by proving the following more 
natural conclusion: 
VY E Y U(Y) E Q(Y). (**I 
As we shall see in Proposition 8.1 there is no hope to answer this last question without 
assuming that Y is a zero-dimensional space. Under this last assumption we show that 
quite surprisingly, the answer is nontrivially positive when @ is a quasi-u.s.c. lifting of 
some three-to-one mapping (Theorem 9.9), and negative if @ is a quasi-u.s.c. lifting of 
some four-to-one mapping (Theorem 8.3). 
1. General notations and terminology 
1.1. General notations 
For any space X we denote by 
P(X), P’(X), K(X), K’(X) 
the set of all subsets, nonempty subsets, compact subsets, nonempty compact subsets, 
of X. A subset of X is said to be F, (respectively K,) if it is a countable union of 
closed (respectively compact) subsets. 
If A is a closed subset of the metric space (X, d) and T > 0, we define: 
B(A,r) = {II: E X: d(z,A) < T-}. 
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If A and B are closed subsets of X we define 
p(B, A) = sup d(y, A) = ,“ip, 2; d(y, 2) 
yEB 
when A and B are nonempty and, by convention we put p(B, A) = 0 if B = 8. and 
p(B, A) = CC if A = 0 # B. Then it is clear that 
B c B(A, r) w p(B,A) < T. 
1.2. Hyperspaces 
We equip the set K(X) with the exponential topology (also called the Vietoris topol- 
ogy), that is the coarsest topology for which the sets {A E K(X): A c S} are open 
(closed) when S is open (closed). We recall that this topology on K(X) is also separable 
and metrizable, and can be defined by the Hausdorff metric 6 defined by 
(5(A. B) = max(p(A, B), p(B, A)). 
We will use the following classical result of Vietoris (see, for example, [l, 59, Exer- 
cite 141, or [6, $38, Property 1.11): 
If the space X is compact then the space K(X) is also compact. 
1.3. Sequence spaces 
If A is any abstract set we denote by A“‘, ACw, AC” the sets of all infinite, finite, 
finite of length < n, sequences in A. The length of s E A<” is denoted by Is], and the 
concatenation oft E A<” after s by s-t (when t = (CL) we also write s-t = s-a). The 
extension relation is denoted by %. For s = (a~, al,. . , a&l) E A<” and e < lc = Is/ 
we denote the restriction of s to e by ste = (a~, al, . . , a[_1). 
The space A” will be endowed with the product topology of the discrete topology on 
A. This topology is generated by the sets of the form N, = {a E A”: s 4 Q} with 
s E ACd. 
1.4. Projection mappings 
In all this work, when we speak about “projection” in a product space Y x Z, we 
always mean the “projection on the first factor” that we shall denote by 7r, so 
7r:YxZ+Y. 
For any set X c Y x Z we shall denote by TX the restriction of 7r to X with r(X) 
as target space, so 
7rx :x --f 7r(X). 
For any 1~ E Y the section of X at y is the set X(y) = (2 E Z: (y, z) E X}. 
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1.5. Set-valued and heap-valued mappings 
A set-valued mapping cp from Y to Z is as usual a mapping cp: Y --t P(2). Such a 
mapping is completely determined by the set 
H= {(y,z) E Y x 2: 3 E p(y)} 
which is commonly called the graph of 9. We shall always identify a set-valued mapping 
with its graph. For example, if 2 is compact we shall identify quite often U.S.C. set-valued 
mappings from Y to 2 with closed subsets of Y x 2. 
A heap 5% of 2 is a family of subsets of 2; thus !2l E P(P(Z)). A heap-valued 
mapping @ from Y to Z is a mapping @ : Y --+ P(P( Z)). 
So heap-valued mappings from Y to Z are just set-valued mappings from Y to P(Z). 
In particular, any notion about set-valued mappings extends automatically to heap-valued 
mappings. For example, a selection for the heap-valued mapping @ from Y to Z is a 
set-valued mapping cp from Y to Z satisfying p(y) E @p(y) for all y E Y. 
In fact we shall consider mainly heap-valued mappings @ from Y to Z for which each 
G(y), for y E Y, is a family of compact subsets of Z, thus Q(y) c K(Z) and we shall 
write then @:Y + P(K(Z)). If. moreover, each @(;y), for y E Y, is a compact subset 
of K(Z), we shall then write @: Y 4 K(K(Z)). 
1.6. General hypothesis 
We recall that all spaces that we shall consider are assumed to be separable and 
metrizable. We shall always denote by 
f : x + Y 
some continuous mapping from X onto Y. 
2. Quasi-upper semicontinuous mappings 
The notion of quasi-upper semicontinuous mapping as appears in the introduction is 
meaningful for any heap-valued mapping @ + P(P(Z)). However we shall restrict our 
study to the case where each set Q(y) is a family of compact subsets of Z, so ~3: Y 4 
P(UZ)). w e P resent in this section the basic properties of quasi-u.s.c. mappings. Most 
of the proofs are straightforward and will not be given. 
Proposition-Definition 2.1. Let @ : Y + P(K(Z)) be a heap-valued mapping from Y 
to Z. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) for any W open subset of Z, the set {y E Y: 3A E Q(y), A c IV} is open in Y; 
(ii) Vy E Y, VA E G(y). VE > 0, 3V neighbourhood of y such that Vy’ E L’, 
3A’ E @(y’), p(A’, A) < E; 
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(iii) Vy E Y, ‘dA E Q(y), W7 neighbourhood of A, 3V neighbourhood of y such that 
try’ E V, 3A’ E @(y’), A’ c II-: 
(iv) V(yn) converging sequence in Y with y = limyn, V’A E Q(y), 3H compact 
C Y x Z such that H(y) = A and ‘dn. H(y,) E @(yn); 
(v) VL countable compact c Y, Vy E L, ‘dA E Q(y). 3H compact c Y x Z such 
that H(y) = A and ‘du E L, H(u) E @(,u). 
A mapping @ satisfjing the previous conditions is said to be a quasi-upper semicon- 
tinuous mapping from Y to Z. 
The equivalences (i) X+ (ii) @ (iii) @ (iv) + ( v are formal, and (iv) =S (v) is easily ) 
proved by induction on the Cantor-Bendixson rank of L. 
In the sequel we shall write quasi-u.s.c. for quasi-upper semicontinuous. 
Remark 2.2. If ‘p : Y + K(Z) is a set-valued mapping (with compact values) and @ is 
the heap-valued mapping defined by Q(y) = {p(y)}, th en obviously @ is quasi-u.s.c. if 
and only if cp is U.S.C. 
Notice that one could also associate to p the heap-valued mapping !P defined by 
P(y) = ((2): z E p(y)}; then !P is quasi-u.s.c. if and only if +z is 1.s.c. (lower semi- 
continuous). However we shall never consider in this work the mapping 9 and shall 
always identify cp and @. 
We now describe some simple operations which preserve quasi-upper semicontinuity. 
Proposition 2.3. Let (pij)jC~ be a finite family of quasi-u.s.c. mappings from Y to Z. 
Then the heap-valued mappings @ and P defined b> 
Q(y) = U A,: with A2, E @j(y) for all j E J 
.jEJ 
with Aj E @j(y) for all j E J 
are also quasi-u.s.c. 
To prove that P is quasi-u.s.c. one needs the following simple lemma that we shall 
also use later: 
Lemma 2.4. Let Z be a compact metric space and (Aj)jE_t a finite family of closed 
subsets of Z. Then, for any open neighbourhood LV of n,,, Aj, there are open neigh- 
bourhoods (WI, )jtJ of the Aj such that 
n u; c LI: 
j E J 
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Proof. We claim that there is an integer k such that we can take W, = B(A,, 2-“) for 
all j E J. If not, the nonincreasing sequence of nonempty compact sets defined by 
C, = (2 \ W) n n B(Aj,2-“) 
jEJ 
would have an intersection equal to (2 \ W) n n,,, A, = 0. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let (@i)ier be any family of quasi-u.s.c. mappings from Y to 2. Then 
the heap-valued mapping y H UiEr @i(y) is also quasi-u.s.c. 
Definition 2.6 (Saturation). To any mapping @: Y --f ‘P(lc(Z)) we associate the map- 
ping 5: Y -+ P(K(Z)) defined by 
g)(y) = {B E K(Z): 3A E Q(y) with A c B c us} 
Notice that $ = 5. The mapping & is said to be obtained from @ 
we shall say that @ is saturated. 
Proposition 2.7. If @ is quasi-u.s.c. then 6 is also quasi-u.s.c. 
3. Kernels and supports 
by saturation. If 5 = @ 
If Q is a heap of 2 the kernel and the support of r2L are defined by 
ker(%) = n2I = n{A: A E mu), supp(2l) = u%?l= U{A: A E a}. 
If @ is a heap-valued mapping from Y to 2 the kernel and the support of Q, are defined 
by 
ker(G) = {(y, .z) E Y x 2: z E ker(@(y))}, 
SUPP(@) = {(Y, 2) E y x 2: z E SUPP(@(Y))} 
so ker(@) c supp(@) c Y x Z. 
The following simple property will play a fundamental role in our study. 
Proposition 3.1. Zf @: Y -+ P(K(Z)) IS a q uasi-u.s.c. mappingfrom Y to Z then ker(@) 
is a closed subset of Y x Z. 
Proof. Fix (y, z) $ ker(@); then there exists some A in @p(y) such that z $ A and we 
can find some closed neighbourhood W of z which is disjoint from A. Then applying 
the definition of quasi-u.s.c. to the open set Z \ W which contains A we obtain a 
neighbourhood V of y such that for all y’ E V there exists some A’ E @(y’) with 
A’ c Z \ W, hence (V x W) n ker(@) = 8. 0 
Notice that in the particular case where @ is associated to some set-valued mapping 
‘p from Y to 2 (by @p(y) = {cp(y)}), the kernel and the support of @ coincide with the 
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graph of cp. It is well known that for an U.S.C. set-valued mapping, the graph is a closed 
set; the previous result shows that for quasi-u.s.c. mappings this property is inherited 
by the kernel. Concerning the support one cannot expect any regularity property, as the 
following example shows (see, however, Theorem 3.5). 
Example 3.2. Let Y = 2LJ, Z = (0, 1 }, A an arbitrary subset of Y, and define 
@(‘) = 
{{Oil if y $ A, 
{{0}, (0, l}} if ?/ E A 
Then pi is quasi-u.s.c. from Y to Z and supp(@) = (Y x (0)) U ((A) x {l}), which 
shows that supp(@) has the same complexity as A. 
Definition 3.3 (Minimal quasi-upper semicontinuous mappings). To any heap-valued 
mapping Sp :Y + P(P(Z)) we associate the heap-valued mapping @jmin : Y -+ P(P(Z)) 
defined by 
(a,,(y) is the set of all minimal elements of the set G(y) ordered by c 
Clearly, @p,i”(y) c Q(y) for all ;y. In fact, we shall deal with this notion mainly in 
the case where each Q(y) is finite and nonempty, then in this case each @,in(y) is also 
nonempty. 
We shall say that @ is minimal if @ = @,,,i,, and that Q, is$nite if for all y E Y the set 
@p(y) is finite. 
Proposition 3.4. If @ : Y ---f P(K(Z)) is a finite quasi-u.s.c. heap-valued mapping then 
SO is @min. 
Theorem 3.5. Let @: T -+ P(K(Z)) be a minimaljnite quasi-u.s.c. mapping from Y 
to Z then supp(@) is an F, subset of Y x Z. 
Proof. We shall construct a countable family ‘H of closed subsets of Y x 2 satisfying 
for for any y E Y: 
‘IA E Q(y), 3H E 7-l: A = H(y) 
and 
V’H E ‘H. 3A E Q(y): H(y) c A 
from which it follows that supp(@(y)) = U{H(y): H E ‘H} and hence that supp(@) = 
U{H: HEX} 
Fix li and W two countable bases of the topology in Y and Z. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that W is closed under finite unions. We define a countable 
family U of subsets of Y x Z by U E 2.4 if and only if 
U = v x T/t’ with V E V and IV E W, Ci) 
Vy E v, 3A E Q(y): A c U: (ii) 
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If U = P x K’ E U we consider the heap-valued mapping @’ from v to Z defined 
for any y E v by 
@(y) = {A E Q(y): A c W} 
which is clearly quasi-u.s.c. We shall prove that the countable family 
‘FI={ker(@): UEIA} 
satisfies the desired properties. Notice that by Proposition 3.1 each ker(@) is closed in 
v x Z hence in Y x Z. We now fix some y E Y. 
If A E Q(y) then since Q(y) is finite and @ is minimal we can find IV E W such 
that A is the unique element of G(y) which is contained in I&-. Then by the quasi-u.s.c. 
property of @ at y we can find V E I’ such that y E V and U = v x IV E U. Since 
QU(y) = {A} by the choice of TV then A = H(y) with H = ker(QU). 
Conversely suppose that H = ker(@“) for some U = 7 x I&- E U. If y $! v then 
H(y) = 0 is contained in any A E G(y). If y E v then by the definition of U we can 
find A E G(y) n Q”(y) hence H(y) = ker(&(y)) c A. 0 
Remark 3.6. It is clear from the proof of the previous result that the conclusion still 
holds if we suppose only that for all y the set Q(y) is a discrete subset of K(Z) (and not 
necessarily finite). 
We will use the following result in the proof of Lemma 9.15. 
Corollary 3.7. Let G be as in Theorem 3.5. Suppose, moreovel; that Y is a zero-di- 
mensional space, and that for an?; y E Y and any A E G(y) the space A is also 
zero-dimensional. Then supp(@) is a zero-dimensional space. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, supp(@) = U, H, where each H, is closed in Y x Z. Then 
the projection TH,, : H, --) IT(H,) is a perfect mapping from H, onto the zero-dimen- 
sional subspace n(Hn) of Y. Moreover it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.5 that 
each fiber Hn(y) is contained in some A E Q(y), hence is also zero-dimensional by the 
hypothesis. It follows then from a theorem of Hurewicz (see, for example, [l 1, p. 461) 
that each H, is zero-dimensional, and hence by a classical result that supp(@) is also 
zero-dimensional. 0 
4. Quasi-upper semicontinuous liftings 
Definition 4.1 (Largest lifting). We recall that a lifting for the mapping f : X --t Y is a 
heap-valued mapping @ : Y --t P’(K’(X)) satisfying lJ Q(y) c f-‘(y) for all y E Y. 
In fact if f has some quasi-u.s.c. lifting, then by Proposition 2.5, the “union” of all 
its quasi-u.s.c. liftings is itself a quasi-u.s.c. lifting @ that we call the largest quasi-u.s.c. 
lifting of f, so for any quasi-u.s.c. lifting @ of f and any y E Y we have Q(y) C S(y). 
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Notation 4.2. To any mapping f : X + Y we associate the heap-valued mapping @f 
from Y to X defined by: 
G,(y) = {A E K’(f-l(y)): t’L countable compact c Y: 3K compact c X. 
such that S(K) = L and hr n f-‘(y) c A}. 
Notice that the set @f(y) might be empty, but never contains the empty set. 
We give now an explicit description of the largest quasi-u.s.c. lifting, which follows 
from the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [5]: 
Proposition 4.3, If f admits some quasi-u.s.c. lifting, then @f is the largest quasi-u.s.c. 
lifting off. 
Remark 4.4. For a mapping f : X + Y the following basic facts follow from the 
discussion in the Introduction: 
(a) f is countable-compact-covering if and only if the mapping @if has nonemptv 
values (@f(y) # 0, V/y E Y); 
(b) f is inductively perject if and only if the mapping @f admits an U.S.C. selection 9 
with nonempty values (p(y) # 0, vy E Y). 
For the definition of “saturated” in the next result see Definition 2.6. 
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that f : X 4 Y has a quasi-u.s.c. lifting. Then the largest 
quasi-u.s.c. lifting @f off is saturated. 
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that f : X ---f Y has a quasi-u.s.c. lifting. If all the fibers 
of f are compact then the largest quasi-u.s.c. lifting Qif of f has compact values, so 
Qsf : E’ + K(K(X)). 
Proof. Fix y in Y; all we have to prove is that @f(y) is closed in K(X). Define e’(y) 
as the closure in K(X) of @f(y). Clearly S(y) c K’(f-‘(y)). hence P is a lifting of 
f. Moreover if U is an open subset of X containing some A E P(y), then K(U) = 
{h- E K(X): K c U} . IS an open neighbourhood of A in K(X), hence contains some 
B t @f(g). Thus there exists some neighbourhood V of y in Y such that, for every r~’ 
in IV. @f(y) meets K(U). Then, for every y’ in V. e(y) meets K(U). And this shows 
that !P is quasi-u.s.c. 
Then since @f is the largest quasi-u.s.c. lifting of f, we have 9(y) c @f(y) for all y, 
that is @f = G. 0 
Remark 4.7. It is very easy to represent any quasi-u.s.c. mapping as a lifting for some 
mapping. In fact if 9 : Y + P’(K’(Z)) is a q uasi-u.s.c. mapping and X = supp(!P), 
then the mapping .f = rrx : X - Y has a quasi-u.s.c. lifting P* given by: 
P*(Y) = (1~) x A: A E WY)}. 
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Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 show that if we want to represent G as the largest lifting of 
some mapping, then !& must satisfy some necessary conditions. The next result shows 
that these conditions are sufficient, and will give us a practical procedure to construct 
countable-compact-covering mappings with a “given” largest lifting. 
Theorem 4.8. Let !R: Y -+ Ic’(K’(Z)) b e a saturated quasi-u.s.c. mapping. Then there 
exist a space Y* containing Y as a closed subspace with Y* \ Y K, and a set X* c 
Y’ x 2’ such that the mapping f = TX- :X* -+ Y * has compact jibers and a largest 
quasi-u.s.c. lifting given by 
VY E Y, WY) = (1~) x A: A E *T/(Y)}. 
Moreover ifall sections of supp(G) are$nite (contain at most n points) then Y” \ Y is 
countable and f is jinite-to-one (n-to-one). 
Proof. Let 6 c Y x K’(K’(Z)) be the graph of the mapping G : Y -+ K’(K’(2)). Since 
G is a separable space we can choose a countable subset D of Y such that 
{ (o?J)): ‘u E D} 
is dense in G. For any compact subset S of K’(Z), we define the set S” by 
S”={AEK(Z): AcUSandVBES, BnA#0} 
which is a compact subset of K(Z). Then, applying [4, Lemma 9.31 in the compact space 
E = US, we see that 
S”“={AgK(Z): AcUSand3BES, BcA}. 
For all u E D, consider the compact space S, = J?(U)“; since the family of compact 
sets 9(v) is saturated, it follows from the previous remarks that S: = P(U)“” = G(U). 
Let 
L=CwxS, 
VED 
be the topological disjoint sum of the spaces w x S,. Then L is locally compact and 
metrizable, and each {n} x S, is clopen in L. Denote by L’ = L U {co} the one-point- 
compactification of L, which is a metrizable compact space, and define 
Y”=(YX{co})U 
( 
U{,,)xwxS, CYXL’. 
VED > 
We identify each point y E Y with the point (y, CO) E Y*; thus the space Y is identified 
with a closed subspace of Y*. Since Y* n (Y x {n} x S,) = {u} x {n} x S,, each 
{u} x {n} x S, is clopen in Y”. We define 
x* = ((Yd44): Y E y, 1 z E U@(Y)) 
u{((v,AL+ u E D, R E w, A E S,, z E A}, 
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thus X* c Y” x Z with 
x*(y*) = 
{ 
U@(y) if y* = (y. cx)) E Y, 
A 
if y* = (u. R, A) with A E S,. 
which shows that all fibers of X* are compact, and. since any element of S,, = !&iv)” 
is a subset of U@(U), we also have 
Vy" E y*, 3y E Y: x*(y*) c U@(y) 
which proves the last part of the conclusion. 
Consider the heap-valued mapping @* defined by 
L@‘“(y”) = 
G(Y) if y* = (y,cc) E Y, 
K’(A) if y* = (,u. ‘r~, A). 
We shall first prove that !i?* is quasi-u.s.c. which will prove that TX* is countable- 
compact-covering. So fix y* E Y* and B E p*(y*) and let IV be an open neighbourhood 
of B; we shall distinguish two cases: 
(1) If y* = (v, n, A), fix some t E B c A. then V = {A’ E S,,: A’ n 1%’ # S} is a 
neighbourhood of A in S,, So U = { 11) x {n} x V is a neighbourhood of y* in Y * and 
for y’* = (u, n, A’) E U, there is a z’ E IV f’ A’, hence (2’) E S*(y’*) and {z’} c N’. 
(2) If y* = (yy, oc) then B E p(y) and since P is quasi-u.s.c. there exists some open 
neighbourhood V of y in Y such that IV contains some element of S(y’) for any y’ in 
V. Then IV contains some element of p*(y’. 0~) for any y’ E I/. Put 
U=(Vx{Dc})u 
( 
u (21) x w x s,, . 
t+VnD > 
Then U is a neighbourhood of y*; and, if (‘11, n, A) E U, there exists some C E G(U) 
with C c IV, but since A E S, = e(w)” then C n A # 0, C n A4 E !&*(,u, ‘11. A) and 
CnA c W. 
We now prove that @* is the largest quasi-u.s.c. lifting @f of f = rrx which will prove 
the theorem. First notice that by maximality of @f we have p* c @f. So fix y* E Y* 
and B E @f(y*) we also distinguish three cases: 
(1) Suppose that y* = (u.~l,A). Since 0 # B c X*(y*) = A then B E @*(y*). 
(2) Suppose that y* = (u, CG) with u E D. Fix any C E S,; then the sequence (y;) 
defined by yz = (u, n, C) converges to (11, ZO). Then applying Proposition 2.l(iv) to p*, 
we can find a compact set K C X’ such that yi E n(K) and K(v,co) = B. Pick 
for all 7~ a point z,, E K(yz) C C; then any cluster point of (zn) belongs to B. hence 
B n C # 8; and since this holds for any C E Sz,, then B E S,” = P(u). 
(31 Suppose that y* = (y. oc) with y E Y. By the definition of D there exists a 
sequence (zlk) E D such that zjk + y and !@(u,) + p(y). Again applying Proposi- 
tion 2.1(n) to @*, we can find a sequence (Ak) such that Ah E P*(uk) for every k and 
p(Ak, B) + 0. Then by the previous result Ak E !P(uk) for all I;. Thus if A is any 
cluster point of the sequence (Ak) then A c B and since p(y) = limk,, !&(zI~) then 
.4 E p(y). Since !JJ is saturated this shows that B E P(y) and completes the proof. 0 
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Definition 4.9 (t-assignments). The notion of t-assignment was introduced by E. Michael 
in the study of tri-quotient mappings. Recall that the mapping f : X + Y is said to be 
tri-quotient if there exists a mapping r, called a t-assignment, which assigns to each open 
subset U of X an open subset r(U) of Y with the following properties: 
0 r(X) = Y, 
l r(U) c f(V7 
l if U c U’ then T(U) c T(U’), 
l if y E T(U) and (W.). z zEf is a family of open subsets of X covering 
then there exists a finite J C I such that y E r(UicJ Wi). 
u n f-‘(y)3 
It follows from [8] that for mappings with metrizable and separable domain, and com- 
pletely metrizable fibers, the notions of %-quotient” and “countable-compact-covering” 
coincide. Thus for such mappings the existence of a t-assignment and the existence of 
a quasi-u.s.c. lifting, are equivalent. In fact this equivalence can be made more precise 
through the following formulas. 
If f admits a quasi-u.s.c. lifting @, then one obtains a t-assignment r for f by defining: 
T(U) = {y E Y: 3B E @(y),B c u} 
for any open subset U of X. Conversely, if f admits a t-assignment 7, one can define a 
heap-valued mapping Q, ---f P(K(X)) by 
Q(Y) = {B E qf-‘(Y)): Y E m, f or any U open neighbourhood of B}. 
If we assume, moreover, that f has completely metrizable fibers, then one can prove as 
in [8] that if y E T(U) there is some compact subset B of U n f-‘(y) such that, for any 
open set V containing B, the point y lies in T(V); this shows that Q(y) # 8, and that @ 
is a quasi-u.s.c. lifting for f. 
5. Rank of a bounded heap-valued mapping 
In the following definitions U will denote a heap and @ will denote a heap-valued 
mapping. 
Trivial heap. The heap B is trivial if ker(U) E 9. 
Strict subbeap. A subheup of Q is just a subset of 2l. If !B is a subheap of U then 
clearly ker(U) c ker(23); and 93 is said to be a strict subheap of !2l if this inclusion 
is strict. 
Order. The order ord(U) of the heap !2l is just the cardinal of Qt. The order ord(@) 
of @ is the cardinal number 
ord(@) = ,“i; ord (Q(y)). 
@ is said to be 
(a) jinite if all its values Q(y) are of finite order, and 
(b) bounded if it has a finite order. 
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l l)pe. The type tp(U) of the heap !2l is the cardinal of the set 
{ ker(%): !B strict subheap of U}. 
l Index. If 2l is finite, the index ind(2l) of U is the least integer p such that there 
exists a family (213)c<j~n of strict subheaps of B covering !X that is U = UP=, 9,. 
If ‘21 is a trivial heap, such a covering of !2l cannot exist, and the index of 2l is w. 
If @ is bounded the index ind(@) of @ is 
ind(9) = $sind(@(y)). 
l Rank. Consider the set 
R = {(@) E z x z: i < 0 < t} u {-CO} 
that we order linearly as follows: 
{ 
--ixj < (i,t), 
(i.t) < (i’,t’) * (i < i’) or (i = i’ and t < t’). 
If 2l is finite, the rank of U is the element rk(8) of R defined by 
rk(Q) = 
{ 
--cx, 
if % is trivial, 
(- ind(U), tp(2l)) otherwise. 
Notice that if ord(cU) 6 n then tp(U) < 2n and hence rk(U) belongs to the finite 
set: 
R, = {(i, t) E z x z: -n < i < 0 < t < 2”} u (-93). 
If @ is bounded of order n. the rank rk(@) of Qi is the element of Q, defined by 
rk(@) = n$rk(@(y)). 
Theorem 5.1. Let U be a heap and S be a subset of supp(U), and consider the heap 
Us = {A U S: A E !2l}; then rk(Us) < rk(2l). 
Moreover if% is nontrivial and S contains the kernel of some strict subheup ‘25 of U, 
then rk(Us) < rk(U). 
Proof. If ‘US is trivial then rk(Us) = - CG 6 rk(U). So we can assume that US is 
not trivial. Let p = ind(Us) < CO; then there exists a covering (!2$)a<j$P of US with 
ker(24;) # ker(Us) f or all j. Then if we put !2$ = {A E U: A U 5’ E ‘215) we have 
!2l= Up=c Qj. Moreover, 
ker(%i) = n B = n (AuS) = 
BE%; AEII, 
and similarly. ker(!2&) = ker(%) U S. Hence, if ker&) were equal to ker(U) then 
ker(2.4;) would be equal to ker(!&), a contradiction. The covering (‘2lj)u~:j~ witnesses 
that ind(U) < p = ind(l2ls). 
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On the other hand, notice that any subheap !B’ of Us is of the form %’ = !Bs for 
some subheap % of U, not uniquely determined; for example one can take 
IZ)={BE!B BUSE%‘}. 
Then ker(93’) = ker(93) U S, and it follows that if 93’ is strict in Us then necessarily 93 
is strict in !X This shows that tp(U,) < tp(lU), and hence rk(%s) 6 rk(‘u) 
Moreover, if S contains ker(B) for some strict subheap % of ‘u, then 
ker(Us) c ker(Bs) = S c ker(8s) 
which shows that B,s is not strict in 2ls, so that tp(!2ts) < tp(%) - 1, and since % is 
nontrivial it follows then that rk(‘us) < rk(8). 0 
Theorem 5.2. Let Cp be a bounded heap-valued mapping from Y to Z and H be a subset 
of Y x Z contained in the support of CD. If @pH denotes the heap-valued mapping dejined 
by 
@Hk/) = (@(Y)),(w) = {A ” H(y): A E @(Y/)} 
then rk(@H) < rk(@). 
Proof. It is clear that, for any y. ord(@H(y)) 6 ord(@(y)) 6 ord(@), hence that @H 
is bounded. Since @H is bounded, then among the points y of Y where ind(@H(y)) 
is minimal there is at least one point 1~0 where tp(@H(y)) is maximal, so rk(@H) = 
rk(@H(ya)). It follows then from Theorem 5.1 that rk(@H) = rk(@H(yo)) < rk(@(yo)) 6 
rk(@). 0 
6. Selections for bounded quasi-u.s.c. mappings 
This section is devoted to prove our main theorem: 
Theorem 6.1. Let @: Y --f P(K(Z)) b e a bounded quasi-u.s.c. mapping. Then there 
exists an U.S.C. set-valued mapping cp: Y + K(Z) sati&& 
Vy E Y, 34 E G(y): A c P(Y) c u@(y). 
In particulac if Sp is saturated then cp is an U.S.C. selection for CD. 
Proof. Without any loss of generality we can assume that Z is compact. 
We shall consider mappings of the form @H as defined in Theorem 5.2, with H a 
closed subset of Y x Z contained in supp(@). Notice that such a mapping @H is also 
quasi-u.s.c. (this is a particular case of Theorem 2.3). Let n = ord(@) be the order of @; 
then Ord(@H) < ord(@) < n and rk(@H) E 0,. And since the set fl, is finite, we can 
choose H so that rk(@H) is minimum (in the ordered set 6’). 
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From now on, H is chosen as above; so rk(@H) < rk(@nr) for any closed subset M 
contained in supp(@). We shall prove that for such a set H we have rk(@H) = --rx~, that 
is @H(Y) is trivial for all y. This will finish the proof; in fact, if we define for all y: 
P(Y) = ker(@H(y)) 
then by Proposition 3.1 p is U.S.C. and, moreover, for all y there exists some A E Q(y) 
such that A c p(y) = A U H(y) c U@(y). 
So assume for contradiction that rk(@H) > -cc, and put @ = @H; we shall construct 
a closed subset AI of supp(@) = supp(@) such that rk(@hf) < rk(9), which contradicts 
the choice of H since GM = @~J~H. 
Let E$ = {;y E Y: rk(@(y)) = rk(P)} and p = ind(9) < cc. For each y E Yb, 
we have ind(@(y)) = p. We fix a covering of e(y) by a family (U,Y)o<j<p of strict 
subheaps, and we fix some index j(y) such that 
P({Y> x ker(~j’cy,),k4@)) = ,,~&p~({~l x ker(al).kedP)). 
Then we define a subset L of Y x Z by 
(y. z) E L w y E YO and z E ker(!2ty(,VJ). 
Finally, let M denote the closure of L in Y x 2; we now show that M c supp(@) and 
that rk(pAl) < rk(@). 
Suppose first that (y, z) belongs to IV \ supp(@). There is a positive E such that 
d((z* suPP(V!/))) > E and rl((y, z), ker(@)) > E. Using Lemma 2.4 we can choose, for 
any A E P(y), an open neighbourhood Ft:4 of A such that 
n lVA c B(ker(U),&/2) (*I 
.‘tE’U 
for any subheap 2l of e(y). In particular, for any A E P(y), applying (*) to the subheap 
2t = {A} for which ker(2l) = A, we have I$k c B(A,&/2). 
Now by the quasi-upper semicontinuity of p there exists some neighbourhood V of y 
such that 
Vzl E V, b’A E 9(y), 3B E P(v): B c \T:4. 
Since (;y, z) E Al = z, we can find 71 E V and w E B(z, ~/2) such that 
d( (7J> w). (y, 2)) < E/2. 
(**I 
‘v E YO and ‘III E L(v) = ker(Uy(L,J). By ( ** we can define a function f from G(y) to ) 
@(II) satisfying f(A) c W’,4 for all A E P(y). So for all A E P(y) 
f(A) c 14’~ c f?(A:~/2). 
Consider now the family (%j)a<j<p of subheaps of Q(y) defined by 
Uj = {A E P(y): f(A) E Uy} 
Since d(w, supp(!fI(y))) > d( 3, supp(@(y))) - d(z, w) > ~/2, then for all A E Q(y) we 
have u’ 6 B(A,&/2) and hence w $ f(A); an since ‘UI E ker(UT,,,) then necessarily d 
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f(A) tf 2q(q This shows that the family (%j)jzj(U, is also a covering of e(y), by p 
subheaps. But since ind(*(y)) > ind(P) = p, these subheaps cannot be all strict. Then 
there exists some J’O # j(u) such that ker(!2tyO) = ker(@(y)), and we have 
ker(U,“,) = n B c n f(A) c n w c a f-j A 42 
BEZlY” A-,, AEQ * 
= f3(ker&), E/2) = n(ker(!@(i)), E/2>, 
(A,, ’ ’ 30 
hence p({y} x ker(!21;O), ker(@)) < ~/2. But 
P( {YY) x ker(‘Uj”cv,), ker(W) 
2 d((v,wLkerPi)) > d((~,t),kerW) - ~((Y,z), (v,~I)) 
2 E - &/2 = ~/2 > p({y} x ker(‘U,“,),ker(@)) 
and this contradicts the choice of j(zl). This completes the proof of the inclusion A4 c 
supp(@). 
Moreover, for every y E Yo. 
M(Y) 1 L(Y) = ker(gycr,,) 
and since S?t~CyJ is a strict subheap of 9(y), we conclude by Theorem 5.1 that 
rk(Q%(y)) < rk(*(y)) = rk(*). I-I ence rk(@M) < rk(@), and this contradicts the 
minimality of rk(@H). 0 
Remark 6.2. When @ is not saturated one cannot in general hope to obtain an U.S.C. 
selection (see proposition 8.1 and Theorem 8.3). 
Theorem 6.3. Let @: Y --f P’(K(2)) b e a b ounded and saturated quasi-u.s.c. mapping. 
If F is a closed subset of Y and ‘p is an U.S.C. selection of @ on F, then there exists an 
U.S.C. selection Q, dejined on Y which extends y. 
Proof. We define a heap-valued mapping on Y by letting 
‘(‘) = 
Q(Y) if Y $ F, 
{p(y)} if y E F. 
It is clear that @ is bounded and even that ord(!#) < ord(@). It is immediate to check 
that 9 is quasi-u.s.c. at every point of Y \ F. Moreover, if y E F and W is an open 
neighborhood of p(y) then since cp is U.S.C. there is an open neighborhood VO of y such 
that cp(w) c W for any u E VO n F. And since cp is a selection there is some A E G(y) 
such that A c p(y) c W; hence there exists some open neighborhood VI of y such that 
W contains an element of @P(U) for any v E VI. Then it is clear that W contains some 
element of @(u) for any u E Vi, n VI. This shows that @ is quasi-u.s.c. at y. 
Then the previous theorem gives an U.S.C. selection @ for 9, and it is easily seen that 
q is an U.S.C. selection for @ extending cp. 0 
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The following results follow straightforward from Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem 6.4. If f : X --f Y has a bounded quasi-u.s.c. lifting then f is inductively 
pe$ect. 
Corollary 6.5. Suppose that f : X -+ Y is n-to-one for some n. Zf f is countable- 
compact-covering then f is inductively perfect. 
7. Unbounded quasi-u.s.c. mappings 
The aim of this section is to prove by mean of a counter-example that the boundedness 
assumption in Theorem 6.1 cannot be dropped. 
Theorem 7.1. There exists a quasi-u.s.c. mapping 9 : Y --+ K’(K’(Z)), with Y = 2w 
and Z a countable compact space, satisjjGtg: 
(i) P is saturated and supp G(y) is$nite for all y E Y (in particular p is finite), 
(ii) !P does not admit any U.S.C. selection on any nonempo open subset of 2”. 
Proof. Define for every s = (n.0, ni.. . . , nk_1) E wCW of length k the number V(S) = 
n0fn1 +... + nk_1 and the point ys E 2” as the sequence all coordinates of which 
are 0 except those of indices no, no + ni, . . . , no + 7~1 + . . . + nk-i which are 1. The 
mapping s H ;ys is one-to-one from tiCw onto the subset of 2” defined by 
Pf = {ck E 2”: 3m V’k 3 m o(k) = O}. 
We consider also the homeomorphism CJ from LJ“’ onto P, = 2” \ F’f such that for any 
/3 = (nk) E IJ~ the image ~~(13’) is the sequence all coordinates of which are 0 except 
thoseofindicesna,no+ni,...,na+ni +...+nk_i, . . . . whichare 1. 
We take Y = 2” and 2 = { 22”: n E w} U (0). And we define a heap-valued mapping 
pi from Y to 2 by letting 
@P(Y) = 
{ 
HO)) if y E P,, 
{{0,2-n}: n 6 1.3 + 1) if y = yJ E Pf, 
Then Q(y) is trivial if y E P, and for y = y, E Pf with IsI = k we have ord(@( y)) = 
I; + 2 and ind(@( y)) = k + 1. 
We prove that @ is quasi-u.s.c. at every point of Y. 
Suppose first y = o(p) E P,. Let E > 0 and II,’ = B(0, E), and fix an integer k such 
that 2-” < E. If N = V(prk) + 1 and WIN = yt,v we have II E P, or %r = yt with s 4 t. 
In the former case we have Q(U) = Q(y), hence (0) E Q(U) and (0) c IV; and in the 
latter case, since It( 3 1.s = k then {0,2-“} E Q(v) and (0; 2-“} c II’. 
Suppose now y = yys E Pf. Let A = {0,2-“} E Q(y) with k 6 (sj + 1, and IV an 
open neighbourhood of A. Put N = v(s) + 1; if UIN = YIN, we have u E P, or ‘u = yt 
with s 4 t. In the former case (0) E Q(u) and (0) c 13’; and in the latter case, since 
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k 6 (s( + I < ItI + 1 then {0,2-“} E Q(u) and {0,2-“} c W. This completes the proof 
of the quasi-upper semicontinuity of @. 
Consider the quasi-u.s.c. mapping @ = & obtained from @ by saturation: 
G(y) = {B E K(Z): 3A E Q(y): A c B c u@(y)} 
then, by proposition 2.7, @ is a saturated quasi-u.s.c. mapping, and supp(@(y)) = 
supp(@(y)) is finite for all y. 
We prove now that @ does not admit any U.S.C. selection on any nonempty open subset 
V of Y. Assume for contradiction that H is a compact subset of Y x 2 with H(y) E p(y) 
for all y E V. First notice that for all y we have 
0 f H(Y) c suPP(@(Y)) = supp(@(y)) 
{ 
(01 if y E P,, 
= {O}U{2-“: n<lt(+l} ify=yrEPf. 
Since Pf is dense in Y, there exists some s E wcw of length k such that ys E V. We 
construct inductively a sequence (nj) of integers such that 
(a) uuj = Y~-~~,-~,-...-+, E V, 
(b) (vj, 2-P) E H + p 6 k + 1. 
Since ‘LEO = ys we have uo E V; and since IsJ = k we have 2-P $ supp(@(y3)), hence 
(ys, 2-p) 6 H, for p > lc + 1. 
Suppose that no, RI, . . . , nj_1 are constructed and put t = s-no- . ’ -nj_l . Then 
the sequence (yt-e)e converges to yt E V; thus fork large enough, yt-e E V. Moreover, 
the set 
K={(y,r?)EH: 3pE[k+2,k+j+2]z=2-p} 
is compact. Its projection r(K) is compact in Y and does not contain ‘~j = yt; hence, 
fore large enough yt-g $ VT(K). And since 2-P 6 @(yt-() for p > k+j $2, this shows 
that we can take nj = C for some large k’. 
Now let ,kI = ~(s-(nj)). It is clear that the sequence (~j) converges to /3. Moreover, 
for all j, since vj is of the form yt for some t, there exists some zj such that (vj, zj) E H 
and Zj # 0; then by definition of uj we have zJ 3 2-“-I. Let (v, 2) E H be a cluster 
point of the sequence (,uj, zj); then 11 = /? and 2 3 2-‘-l; but this gives a contradiction 
since H(/3) = (0). 0 
The following theorem, which should be compared to Corollary 6.5, sharpens Theo- 
rem 7.9 in [4]. 
Theorem 7.2. There is a jirzite-to-one mapping f : X* -+ Y” between two zero-dimen- 
sional spaces with X* K, and Y* compact, which is countable-compact-covering but 
not inductively perfect. 
Proof. Let Y, 2, Ps and G as in the proof of the previous theorem. We recall that @ was 
obtained from @ by saturation (9 = 5) and that both are quasi-u.s.c. mappings from Y 
to z. 
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Now applying Theorem 4.8 to !P we can find a space Y * such that Y * \ Y is countable 
and a set X* c Y* x 2 such that f = 7r.~~ :X* 1 I’* is countable-compact-covering 
and for all y in Y: @f(v) = {{y} x rl: il E !&i(y)}. Clearly X* and Y* are zero- 
dimensional; and since !P has no USC. selection then the same holds for @f. Thus by 
Remark 4.4(b) f is not inductively perfect. 
We now check that X* is a K, set. Let X = X* n (Y x Z) and notice that X” \ X is 
a countable set since contained in (Y* \ Y) x Z. Moreover, by the proof of Theorem 3.5 
we have X = supp(!P) = supp(@); and, since @ is clearly minimal and since the spaces 
X and Y are compact, it follows from Theorem 4.8 that X is a K, set. hence X* is 
also a K, set. 
Finally, it follows from the definition of E ‘* in Theorem 4.8 that since Y is compact 
so is Y*. (In particular f is not compact-covering). 0 
8. Quasi-u.s.c. liftings of four-to-one mappings 
As we mentioned in the introduction, it is proved in [5] and [12] that a countable- 
compact-covering mapping f : X + Y with countable range is inductively perfect. In 
fact, the proof of Just and Wicke, as well as the proof of Ostrovsky gives more. Following 
our terminology one obtains the following stronger result: 
If Y is countable then any quasi-u.s.c. lifting of f : X - Y has an U.S.C. selection. 
In this section we construct two examples showing that this strong version does not 
hold if Y is not countable. 
Proposition 8.1. There exists a two-to-one mapping between compact spaces admitting 
a quasi-u.s.c. lifting which has no u.s.c. selection. 
Proof. Let Y = [0, 11. Z = (0, l} and @ be the quasi-u.s.c. mapping defined by 
i 
{{OH if y E [O.$], 
Q(y)= {{01,{11} ifyE]i,$[. 
{VU ifyE [$,l]; 
then @ has no U.S.C. selection, since any such selection would define a continuous mapping 
from [O. l] onto (0, 1). Then applying Remark 4.7 one gets the desired mapping. 0 
As we shall see in Theorem 9.1 such a mapping does not exist if the space Y is 
zero-dimensional; however we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 8.2. There exists a four-to-one mapping between two zero-dimensional K, 
spaces admitting a quasi-u.s.c. lifting which has no U.S.C. selection. 
This theorem follows from Remark 4.7 and the next result: 
Theorem 8.3. There exist compact metrizable zero-dimensional spaces Y and Z, and a 
quasi-u.s.c. heap-valued mapping @from Y to Z of order 2 with at most four points in 
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supp(@(y)) for all y E Y, which does not admit any U.S.C. selection on any nonempty 
open subset of Y. 
Proof.PutY=2Wx2WandZ={O}U{2-n: nEw}.Fors=(no,nl,...,nrc_,)E 
wcw we define V(S) and ys like in Theorem 7.1. We also define s’ = (no, nl, . . . , ?z~c_~) 
if s # 0 and s’ = 0 if s = 0. Define, for y E 2w, 
cp(Y) = 
1 
(0) if y E P,, 
(0, 2-2”(s), 2-2v(s’)} if y = ys E Pf, 
and 
NY) = 
C 
(01 ifyEP,, 
{0,2- 2v(s)-1} if y = ys E Pf, 
where Pf and P, are as in the proof of Theorem 7.1. •I 
Lemma 8.4. The mappings cp and 1c, are U.S.C. from 2” to 2. 
Proof. Let us show that cp is U.S.C. at any point y of 2”. Let W be an open neighbourhood 
of p(y). Since 0 E W, there is some p such that 2+ E IV for every n 2 p. 
If y E P, then there is a p such that y = a(P), hence some s + ,l3 such that 2~4s’) > 
p. Put N = V(S) + 1. Then for every y’ E 2” such that yt~ + y’ we have either y’ E P, 
and ip(y’) = (0) c W or y’ = yu with u + s hence 2~4~) > 224~‘) 3 224s’) 3 p and 
4Y’) c WT. 
If y = ys E Pf then there is an integer C such that 2~4.5~!) + 1 > p. put N = 
V(S-e) + 1. Then for every y’ E 2w such that YIN + y’ we have either y’ E P, and 
cp(y’) = (0) c W or y’ = ylu. with u = s, u = s-m for m 3 !, or u = s-t for ItI 3 2 
and t(0) > l; in each case we have 
{Y(U), v(u’)} C {V(S), I} U {m E w: 2m + 1 > p}, 
hence cp(y’) c W. 
This completes the proof of the upper semicontinuity of ‘p. It is easy to prove, in the 
same way, the upper semicontinuity of $. 0 
We now go back to the proof of Theorem 8.3 and define the heap-valued mapping @ 
from Y to 2 by 
@(Y/,V> = 
i 
WH if (Y, ~1 $ Pf x Pf 3 
{cP(YL~~~(~)) if (ylv) E pf x Pf. 
Clearly, ord(@) = 2 and supp(@(y,v)) h as at most four points. Then, by Proposi- 
tion 2.5, the heap-valued mapping @ defined by p(y) = {cp(y),$(y)} is quasi-u.s.c.; 
and SO is G = @min. 
We have only to prove that Qi does not admit any U.S.C. selection on any nonempty 
open subset of Y. Assume V is an open subset of Y and H is a compact subset of Y x 2 
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contained in supp(@), such that K(H) > V, and that, for any (y> 11) E V, H(y, 21) = g(y) 
or H(y. ,/I) = ,I/?( 0). Let 
E = {(s, t) E uJcw x w’<‘*‘: &,yt) E V and H(g,$.yt) = l;l(gt)}. 
If V # 8 there exist s E u/<“’ and 13 E w’” such that (~~,a($)) E V. Then the sequence 
((ys.y~~,,))~ converges to (y8>1!) = (,~,.a($)): and since 22”‘(“J $! supp(@(y,, /I)) = 
{0}, there is some X: such that (yys,yp,,) E \’ and 2-zV(“) $! H(y,$,yg,,). This shows 
that H(y,: go,,) = $(y,+,,) hence that (ys3 yt) E E if we denote t = firk. 
We now construct inductively a sequence (rrj ) of integers such that for all j 
(s-(no.rrI.. ..,n,).t) E E. 
Suppose the sequence is constructed up to j - 1. Put 11 = .s-~no - . -n_ ,. 
We have ( yz13 at) E V and lim,,, h-,.,!A) = (yul yth hence (~,~-~,yt) E 1. 
for large y. Moreover since H(y,, yt) = ~(y,, yt) we have 2-‘v(“) $ H(y,. yt), 
hence 2-3” 11) $I! H(y,,-,, yt) for large 11. And since 2-2V(“) E ~(y~~-~), we have 
N(y,,-,. yt) # ~(y~-~,yt) for large p, that is (,IL-JI,~) E E. Thus we can choose 71~’ 
and complete the construction. 
Let? = s’(nj);thenthesequence (y,-.,,-...-, J :yt)j converges to (a(r), yt). More- 
over. since (.ys n,,- . ..- n,. ;yt) E E. we have 
(y,-,,“-...-,,J.yt,2~‘“(t)-‘) E H. 
hence (a(u), yf . 2-“‘(t)-’ ) E H since H is closed. But 221”(t)-’ $ supp(@(g(u). .yt) = 
(0). This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
9. Quasi-u.s.c. liftings of three-to-one mappings 
The aim of this last section is to prove the following result, which should be compared 
to Theorem 8.2: 
Theorem 9.1. Let Y be a zero-dimensional space and let f : S + Y be a three-to-one 
mapping. Then any quasi-u.s.c. lifting of f has an U.S.C. selection. 
In fact we shall prove this result under an equivalent form (Theorem 9.9 below). 
Compared to Theorem 6.1 the main difficulty here is that the quasi-u.s.c. mapping is no 
more supposed to be saturated. In fact the proof will not use the notion of rank, but will 
proceed by a special decomposition of the space Y into four subsets that one has to treat 
separately in some particular order. The complexity of the proof is quite unexpected. We 
first present the main ingredients that will be needed and which do not depend on the 
“three-to-one hypothesis”. 
Definition 9.2 (U.S.C. decompositions). Let @ be a heap-valued mapping from I’ to Z. 
A (set-valued) decomposition for @ is any family (pi)iEI of set-valued mappings from 
E’ to Z satisfying Q(y) = {am: i E I} for all y E Y; notice then that each pi is a 
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selection for @. The decomposition is said to be U.S.C. if each cpi is u.s.c., and it is clear 
that in this case @ is quasi-u.s.c. 
Remark 9.3. When the space Y is countable the following theorem is essentially due 
to Just and Wicke, and was also proved by Ostrovsky with different arguments (see 
the comments at the beginning of Section 8). Moreover, we learned from E. Michael 
in a private communication that this theorem can be derived from a result about lower- 
semicontinuous set-valued mappings [lo, Theorem 1.51: in fact, any quasi-u.s.c. mapping 
from Y to 2 can be viewed as a lower-semicontinuous set-valued mapping from Y to 
K(Z) by equipping the space K(Z) with the so-called Fell topology that is the coarsest 
topology for which the sets {A E K(X): A c S} are open when S is open; (notice that 
this topology is coarser than the exponential topology but is not Hausdorff). However, 
we shall give a complete proof of Theorem 9.4 which is an adaptation of Ostrovsky’s 
proof for the case Y countable. 
Theorem 9.4. Let Y be a zero-dimensional space and @ : Y + P’(K(Z)) be any quasi- 
U.S.C. mapping. If there exists a covering of Y by a countable family (F,) of closed sets 
on each of which CD admits an U.S.C. decomposition, then pi admits an U.S.C. selection. 
Remark 9.5. Before starting the proof we fix some terminology: 
First we recall that we always identify set-valued mappings from Y to 2 with subsets 
of Y x 2 (see Section 1.5). 
If S is any subset of Y, a selection of @ on S is a selection of the heap-valued mapping 
@is obtained by restricting @ to S. Similarly an U.S.C. decomposition of @ on S is just 
an U.S.C. decomposition of ~31s. In particular a selection of @ on S is defined by a subset 
H of S x 2 satisfying H(y) E Q(y) for all y E S. 
We need the following general result: 
Lemma 9.6. Let F be a closed subset of Y and suppose that @ admits on F a selection 
defined by a closed set H c F x Z. Let G be any open set in (Y \ F) x Z containing the 
support of the restriction of @ to Y \ F. Then there exists an open set G’ c G satisfying: 
(1) Vy E Y \ F, 3A E G(y): {y} x A c G’; 
(2) if (Yi, Zi) IS anv se _ 4 uence in G’ converging to (y, z) with y E F then (y, z) E H. 
Such a set G’ will be called a security area for H with respect to @. 
Proof. Fix on Y x Z some metric d < 1. Since @ is quasi-u.s.c., for any n the set 
U, = {y E Y: 3A E Q(y): {y} x A c B(H,2-7) 
is open. Moreover n, U, = F; and since Y is zero-dimensional we can find a decreasing 
sequence (Vn) of clopen sets such that n, V, = F with V, c U,, for all n 3 0, and 
define: 
IV, = G n B(H, 2-n) n ((Vn-, \ I&/n) x Z) 
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where V- 1 = Y. Let 
Then condition (1) is clearly satisfied. If (yi, 2%) and (y, z) are as in condition (2) denote 
for all i by ni the unique index n such that (y,, zi) E IV,. Since y E F then necessarily 
limni = ‘xj, and since (g2, z,) E B(H, 2-“7) it follows that (y. z) E H. q 
Proof of Theorem 9.4. Without loss of generality we can assume that 2 is compact. 
Then U.S.C. set-valued mappings from Y to 2 are identified with closed subsets of Y x Z. 
Since Y is zero-dimensional we may suppose that all F,, are pairwise disjoint. We 
shall construct a sequence (H,, G, ) of subsets of Y x Z satisfying: 
(1) If, is an U.S.C. selection of @ on F,, 
(2) G, is a security area for UkGn Hk. 
(3) (H, u Gr2) c G,_t if n > 0. 
Choose for Ho any U.S.C. selection of Sp on Fo, and for Ga any security area for Ha 
given by Lemma 9.6. Suppose that (Hk, G ) k are defined for all k ,< n. Fix any U.S.C. 
decomposition (pa)iE1 for @ on FTL+l. Then 
YY E &+I. 3i E I: {y} x p;(y) c G,, 
and since all (pl are u.s.c., we can find a partition of F,+I by a family (C’,)iEl of clopen 
sets with 
We now define H,+I by 
H,+t(y) = pi(y) if Y E Cl3 
which is clearly an U.S.C. selection of @ on F,+l satisfying Hn+l C G,. 
Put F = Uk+ Fk and H = Uk+ Hk, and consider the mapping !8 defined by 
P(Y) = 
{H(Y)) ifyE F, 
{A E Q(y): {y} x A c G,} if y $ F. 
Then !P is quasi-u.s.c., H defines an U.S.C. selection of P on F, and G, is an open set 
in (Y \ F) x Z which contains the support of the restriction of !P to F. Then applying 
Lemma 9.6 we get an open set Gn+l c G, which is a security area for H with respect 
to !P and hence with respect to @. This finishes the construction. 
Now consider the set 
It follows from (1) that fi is a selection of @ on Y, and we shall show that I? is closed. It 
will follow in particular that ,!? is a closed set with compact sections, hence the set-valued 
mapping defined by E is U.S.C. 
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So let (yi, z2) be any sequence in ii converging to (y, a) E Y x 2. Denote by ni and 
n the unique indices such that yi E F,, 
fin = Uk6, Hk and hence in &. 
and y E F,; we shall show that (y? 2) is in 
If ni < n for infinitely many ,i then for these indices we also have that (yi, zi) E fi, 
and SO (y. Z) E zn. If not, then for infinitely many % we have that (yL, zi) E Uk_ H,+, 
and for these indices we also have, by (31, that (yi, zi) E G,. We can conclude by (2) 
that (y, Z) E ii,. 0 
Corollary 9.7. rf the space Y is countable then anq’ quasi-u.s.c. mapping @: Y + 
P’(K(Z)) admits an U.S.C. selection. 
Proof. Since the space is countable it is zero-dimensional; then apply Theorem 9.4 by 
covering the space by its singletons. 0 
Remark 9.8. In the proof of Theorem 9.4 we did not fully use the assumption that pi 
admits an U.S.C. decomposition on Fo. In fact we proved the following stronger result: 
If @ admits an U.S.C. selection on Fo, and, if on each F,,, for n > 0, CD admits an U.S.C. 
decomposition, then CD admits an U.S.C. selection on Y. 
Theorem 9.9. Let Q, be a quasi-u.s.c. heap-valued mapping defined on a zero-dimen- 
sional space Y into 2. Ifsupp(@(y)) contains at most three points for all y E Y, then 
~3 admits an U.S.C. selection. 
Proof. Since SUPP(@min) C supp(@) we can, and shall, suppose that @ is minimal. Under 
this assumption of minimality we shall prove the Theorem by introducing a decomposition 
of Y of the form: 
Yo c r, c Yz c Yj = Y, 
where each Yi is closed and satisfying: 
(1) @ has an U.S.C. decomposition on each Y, \ x-1 for i = 1,2,3, 
(2) @ has an U.S.C. selection on Ya. 
Since the sets Y, \ Y-1 are F, sets, we can find a covering (F,) of Y by closed sets 
with Fo = Yo, and such that each F, with n > 0 is contained in some Yi \ Yi-t for 
i = 1,2.3. Then the conclusion follows from Remark 9.8. 
We now define the sets K: 
YO = {y E I’: ker(@(y)) # S}? 
Y, = {y E Y: b’Ao.Al E Q(g)> Ao n A, # 0}, 
fi = {Y E I’: VAo, Al, A? E Q(Y)? 3i # j: Ai fl Aj # S}, 
Y3 = Y. 0 
Remark 9.10. We shall apply frequently the following simple remarks: 
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(a) The notions of selection or U.S.C. decomposition are local. Since the space Y is 
zero-dimensional, to construct a selection or an U.S.C. decomposition it is enough to make 
the construction on some neighbourhood of any point in Y. 
(b) If @ is any quasi-u.s.c. mapping from Y into 2 and II’ is an open set in Z such 
that 
Viy E I: 3A E Q(y): A c II’ 
then @Ii’ defined by 
@t’-(y) = {A E G(y): A c W} 
is also quasi-u.s.c.. 
(c) Let @ be a quasi-u.s.c. mapping from I’ into Z, and suppose that there exists a 
family Wz)~<i~p of open sets in Z such that for all y E Y each It:: contains as a subset 
exactly one element Ai in Q(y), and that, moreover, Q(y) = {Ai: 1 < i < p}. Then by 
the previous remark each @IV, is single valued, hence defines an U.S.C. mapping p172 from 
Y to Z; and clearly the family ((pi)t~i~~ g ives an U.S.C. decomposition of @. 
Lemma 9.11. Let CD be any quasi-u.s.c. mapping defined on a ,-ero-dimensional space 
Y. For any integer p > 0 consider the set 
SP = {y C: Y: card(@(;y)) = p and ‘dA # B E Q(y)> A n B = S}. 
Then @ admits an U.S.C. decompositiorl on S,. 
Proof. Fix ya in S, and put cP(ya) = {Al,. . . AP}. Let (tI’i)l<i<p be a family of open 
sets in 2 such that 11; > A, and II,; n II> = @ for all i # j. Since Cp is quasi-u.s.c. there 
exists a neighbourhood V of yo in Y such that 
Vg E V. ‘V”i, 3A E Q(y): A C l!i. 
Then apply Remark 9.10(c) to the family (11;)t~,~, to obtain an U.S.C. decomposition 
of@onVnS,. 0 
We now go back to the particular assumptions of Theorem 9.9, and recall that we are 
also assuming that @ is minimal. 
Lemma 9.12. @ has UFI U.S.C. decomposition on Y3 \ 15. 
Proof. We show that fi \ 1; = 5’3. The inclusion 5’3 c I> \ I> is clear. Conversely, 
if ;Y E Y’? \ E then Q(y) contains three pairwise disjoint sets Ao, A,, AZ, and since 
SUPP(@(y)) has at most three points, then each A, is a singleton; and, by minimality, 
Q(V) = {Ao; AI. ill}, hence y E S,. 0 
Lemma 9.13. CD has an u.s.c decomposition on Yz \ Y,. 
Proof. We show that 15 \ Yt = Sz. The inclusion S, c Y2 \ k; is also clear. Conversely, 
if 7) E 1; \ Yt then @(!I) contains two disjoint sets Ao. Al. and since supp(@(y) has at 
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most three points, then at least one of them, say Ac. is a singleton and the other one, AI, 
is either a singleton or contains two points. We now check that Q(y) = {Ao, Al}, that is 
y E Sz. If A1 contains two points, this follows directly from the minimality of Q(y). If 
AI is a singleton, this follows from the minimality of Q(y) and the fact that y E Y2. 0 
Remark. As we mentioned above, the sets U, \ yi_t all are F, sets. One can also prove 
that if @ is bounded then each of the sets S, defined in Lemma 9.11 is a Boolean 
combination of F, sets but not necessarily an F, set in general. 
Lemma 9.14. @ has an U.S.C. decomposition on YI \ Yo. 
Proof. First notice that y E Yt \ Ye if and only if A = supp(@(y)) contains exactly three 
points and Q(y) is exactly the set of all subsets of A of cardinality 2. 
So fix a point ys in Yt \ YO and let 
suPP(@(Yo)) = 1 ao,a,m} and @(Yo) = {{~o,uI},{~I,~~},{~o,~~)). 
First fix (\ivi)a~~~ some family of open sets in 2 such that ui E l4; and J4> n l4; = 8 
if i # j. Now define 
C = u it; 
J#i 
- 
so that for all i the open set Wi contains some element of @(yo). Since ~3 is quasi-u.s.c. 
there exists a neighbourhood V of ye in Y such that 
Vy E v, b’i, 3A E Q(y): A c Iv,. 
Fix y E V n (YI \ Yo) and let B = supp(@(y)). We claim that B n r/iii is nonempty 
for all i. Suppose, for example, that B n IV0 = 8. Since there exist in Q(y) two elements 
Al and A2 such that A1 c IV0 U n/l and A2 c WO U W,, then necessarily Al c WI and 
A? c I&; moreover, each Ai contains two points and iVt n IV2 = 8, hence B would 
contain at least four points, and this contradicts the hypothesis. Thus B meets each I%,, 
hence exactly in one point, and one can apply Remark 9.10(c) to the family (@%)t<~ 
to obtain an U.S.C. decomposition of @ on V. 0 
Now we arrive to the main point in this proof: 
Lemma 9.15. CD has an U.S.C. selection on Yo. 
Proof. Let y E Ye and A = supp(@(y)); since ker(@(y)) contains at least one point then 
A \ ker(@(y)) contains at most two points. It follows then from the minimality of Q(y) 
that supp(@(y)) contains at most two elements. Let Ya = S U T with 
S = {y E y0: card(@(y)) = 1} and T = {y E Yo: card(@(y)) = 2). 
Let H = ker(@). If y E S, then G(y) = {H(y)}. 
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If y E T then necessarily H(y) is a singleton {aa} and @(;y) = {{ao,u,}, {u~,cQ}} 
where aa. a,, u2 are three distinct points; this defines a mapping h : T + Z such that 
{h(y)} = H(y) = {Q}. Notice that the graph of h is exactly H n (T x Z) which is 
closed in (T x Z), hence h is continuous. 
By Corollary 3.7 we can find a decreasing sequence (U, ) of open sets in I’ x Z 
satisfying Ua = Y x 2 and. for all 71. 
- 
H c U, c B(H, 2P) and U,, n supp(@) = U, n supp(@). 
For all n 3 0 let 
F, = {Y E Yo: VA E Q(y): {iy> x A C &+I} 
and F-1 = 0; then clearly the sequence (F,) is increasing, each F, is closed, and 
T = U, F,. 
Fix yy~ in F, and let @(~a) = {{ ao. a,}! {a.~, a?}}. Since (pa, ua) E H c U,+l then 
necessarily (Y/O> a,) +! Un+, and (yc,ul) $! Un+l, hence we also have (ya,u,) @ un+, 
and (~0.4 6 g7,+l. Then we can find three pairwise disjoint open neighborhoods I%h, 
II;, Il,r~ of uo. a,, ~2, and a neighbourhood I’ of yo such that 
(I’ x IV()) c un+, and Un+l n (V x II;) = 0 for i = 1,2. 
Then {ua,ui} cc IV0 U nii and, applying the quasi-u.s.c. property of @ at yo, we can find 
a neighbourhood V’ c V of ya such that, for i = 1.2, 
V,y E v’, 3B E Q(y): {y} x B c v x (Wo u WL). 
Now fix y E V’ and let B, and B? be in Q(y) such that 
{y} X Bi c v x (IV0 u II’,). 
and notice that we necessarily have BinIVi # 0, for otherwise we would have B, E Q(y) 
and B, c Un+l; and this contradicts the hypothesis that y E F,. Thus we have 
@i(y) = {{~o,~~t,{~oJ~}} = {B,.&} 
with b, E /I(‘,. 
Then. applying Remark 9.10(c) to the family (r/t6 U it; 1 T/co u IV*) we obtain an U.S.C. 
decomposition of @ on V’, hence an U.S.C. decomposition on F,, of the form: 
@(Y) = {G~,(Y)&Y)} = {{WLd(~)}~ {Wd(y))) 
where GA and Gi are closed; moreover, 
z= s:(y) @ (Y, 2) E HA \ Un+, > 
which shows that the mappings 91, and gk are continuous on F,. 
Notice that in general g: is not the restriction of gA+, to F,. however, 
Y E Fn+, \ Fn @ Y E F,+I and 3i E (1.2): (y,gt+l(y)) E Un+l. 
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and this shows that the sets F,+, \ F, are also closed. Then, by the continuity of the 
mappings gk+, , one can construct a unique mapping g : T -+ 2 such that its restriction 
to each F, \ F,_I is continuous and satisfies 
~JY E Fn \ Fn-I > (y, s(y)) t un 
where F-1 = 0. Finally, define E c Yo x Z by 
H(Y) = 
{h(y), s(y)) if y E T, 
H(y) if ,y E S, 
then defines a selector for @, and we shall verify that is a closed set. Notice that 
5 = HUG where G denotes the graph of g. Let (yk, ZIG) be a sequence in g converging 
to (y, 2) E YO x 2. If (yk, zk) E H for infinitely many indices then (y, Z) E H. Otherwise, 
we can suppose that i& = g(yk) for all k; let nk denote the unique index ‘n such that 
yk E &\%I. If 12k = n for infinitely many indices then y E F, \ F,_, and ~1 = g(y), 
so (y. Z) E G. Otherwise, we can suppose that nk tends to cc and, since (y,+. Zk) E U,,, 
then again we can conclude that (y, 2) E H. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 9.15 and we are done. 0 
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